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ABSTRACT 

Despite the vast research on industrial innovation in the United States, little shows 

innovation as a process from the theoretical origins to its practical application. The image 

that emerges from the overall literature is one showing only the importance of applied 

innovation. This thesis argues that historians need to reevaluate how manufacturing 

advancements are studied in the United States. Using the creation of the American 

System of Manufacturing as a case study, this study focuses on innovation as a connected 

process from its theoretical origins to its applied state. This study focuses less on the 

individuals involved and more on the system itself. This accomplishes two points. First is 

that it shows that the idea is more important than the peoples. Second is that this thesis 

provides a greater understanding of how the American System of Manufacturing came to 

fruition. By examining these two points, this thesis demonstrates that historians need to 

look beyond the traditional application-only focus that has plagued the study of 

technological history. Instead historians must show industrial innovation as both the 

creation of the theoretical concept and the systems practical application.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

One day in 1781, Thomas Jefferson sat upon a rock overlooking the small town of 

Harpers Ferry, Virginia. Looking out from his position, Jefferson pensively gazed upon 

the surrounding geographical features. The serenity of the Blue Ridge Mountains 

contrasted with the forceful confluence of the Shenandoah and Potomac rivers. As 

Jefferson watched the now combined river make its way east through the mountains and 

towards the sea, he noted that “this scene is worth a voyage across the Atlantic.”1 This 

impression of the fledgling town and beautiful scenery would indeed, as Jefferson hoped, 

draw visitors across the Atlantic to view its splendor. Nevertheless, not all the 

international visitors would garner the same impression of Harpers Ferry and its natural 

beauty as Jefferson. Sitting at the same spot as Jefferson in 1836, fifty-five years later, 

Thomas Cather, an Irishman on a journey through America, agreed with Jefferson that 

while the view from the top of the rock was indeed beautiful, “the smell of coal smoke 

and the clanking of hammers obtrude themselves on the sense and prevent one’s 

enjoyment from being unmixed.”2 Between Jefferson and Cather’s visits, Harpers Ferry 

grew from a quiet village in the valley to an industrial town. By the time of Cather’s visit, 

new industries and rail lines had flooded into the town, the United States Armory at 

Harpers Ferry had begun an expansion, and Harpers Ferry’s population had grown 

																																																								
1 Thomas Jefferson, Notes of the State of Virginia (Chapel Hill: The University of North 
Carolina Press, 1955) pg. 19. 
 
2 Thomas Cather, Thomas Cather’s Journal of a Voyage to America in 1836 (London: 
The Rodale Press, 1955) pg. 28. 
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substantially.3 The industrial growth, and different experiences of Thomas Jefferson and 

Thomas Cather, reflected the advancement in the manufacturing system of military 

weapons begun nearly thirty years earlier in New England and achieved during the 

ensuing twenty years at Harpers Ferry. 

 Two principles guided the change in weapons production. First was the concept of 

precision mechanized manufacturing. Under this principle, precision machines, rather 

than traditional skilled hand laborers, would produce the product. The second principle 

concerned the necessity for each product to contain interchangeable parts. This concept 

required that one piece of a product, if removed from its original setting and then placed 

in a model similar to its original, would fit perfectly, allowing the product to function. 

While these principles represent the mainstay for any mass-produced item today, during 

the early republic era of the United States, circa 1789 to 1823, this concept of production 

was foreign to most American manufacturers.  

Through a case study of the creation of the American System of Manufacturing 

between 1793 and 1824, this thesis will argue that industrial innovation is a connected 

process of theoretical and applied innovation by multiple individuals. While this thesis 

will focus upon development of the American System of Manufacturing, the goal of this 

thesis is to use the American System of Manufacturing as a case study to show that one 

cannot simplify industrial innovation in the United States and study it only as the 

practical application of new technologies. Historians must study innovation as a process 

from theoretical construct to functional implementation. This study, which includes the 

																																																								
3 Andrew S. Lee, The U.S. Armory at Harpers Ferry: Historic Resource Study (Harpers 
Ferry: Harpers Ferry National Historic Park Archeology Program, 2006), pg. 29. 
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development of the critical principles involved, moves away from a single focus on 

determining who invented a system to propose a more comprehensive approach than 

often found in the current historiography of the American System of Manufacturing. 

 Texts examining the creation of the American System of Manufacturing began 

within chapters of biographies about the icons of early American industry. These 

biographies sought to credit particular individuals with creating the entire system of 

manufacturing. The first text to employ a simplistic method of examination was Denison 

Olmsted’s 1846 biography Memoir of Eli Whitney, Esq. In this account Olmsted gives the 

impression that Eli Whitney, without any influence from outside actors, developed the 

core principles and implemented machine-made arms with interchangeable parts. 

Olmsted’s book laid the foundation for a historical debate that would disseminate 

throughout subsequent publications studying the American System.4  

 Directly challenging Olmsted’s argument is Simeon North: First Official Pistol 

Maker of the United States, A Memoir written in 1913 by Simeon Newton Dexter North 

and Ralph H. North, the great-grandsons of Simeon North. These authors state that the 

argument that “Mr. Whitney was the first American to apply the principle 

[interchangeable parts] in the manufacture of arms has hitherto remained 

undisputed…We venture to dispute it here…”5 This statement presents a direct 

continuation of the historical trend of attempting to identify only a single innovator as 

																																																								
4 Denison Olmsted, Memoir of Eli Whitney, Esq. (New Haven: Durrie and Peck, 1846) 
pg. 47-54. 
 
5 Simeon Newton Dexter North and Ralph H. North, Simeon North: First Official Pistol 
Maker of the United States, A Memoir (Concord, N.H., The Rumford Press, 1913) pg. 88. 
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depicted by Olmsted. North and North make the argument that Simeon North was the 

first to create interchangeable technology based on North having received the first 

government contract to specify the use of interchangeable locks on the pistols.6  While 

the claim that North received the first contract stipulating interchangeable parts is true, 

the authors do not examine how North first gained knowledge of the system but instead 

give the impression that North created both the theoretical and practical systems. the 

initial examinations of the foundation of interchangeable parts and mass production did 

not show the system as a process but instead as an individual creation. 

 Historians continued to convey this point of view in biographies of key 

individuals causing it to permeate further into studies on the history of American 

technology. Jeannette Mirsky and Allan Nevins’ 1952 manuscript, entitled The World of 

Eli Whitney, and Constance McLaughlin Green’s 1956 text Eli Whitney and the Birth of 

American Technology, both argue that Eli Whitney theorized and independently created 

the American System of Manufacturing. While these texts include discussions on Simeon 

North and John Hall, two influential pioneers of the system, the authors portrayed these 

two figures as using Whitney’s system, rather than as innovators or contributors. In 

Mechanization Takes Command: A Contribution to Anonymous History by Siegfried 

Giedion in 1948 and History of American Technology, written in 1956 by John W. 

																																																								
6 North and North, Simeon North, 80. 
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Oliver, historians continued to promote the simplistic narrative that one individual was 

responsible for the creation and application of a new system of manufacturing.7  

 By the latter half of the twentieth century, the study of the creation of the 

American System of Manufacturing began to expand beyond the one creator narrative. 

Merritt Roe Smith, in Harpers Ferry Armory and the New Technology: The Challenge of 

Change (1977), offered an examination of how technological knowledge and innovation 

spread between the two national armories and eventually to John Hall. Smith highlights 

Hall’s role in making the American System practical. In doing so, Smith indicated that 

the creation of the American System of Manufacturing was a developmental process. 

However, rather than examining the process from its origins to its functional culmination, 

Smith focused solely on those who implemented the system. Smith’s work would 

influence David Hounshell and his text From the American System to Mass Production, 

1800-1932: The Development of Manufacturing Technology in the United States (1985). 

Hounshell, like Smith, showed that the development of the American System of 

Manufacturing was an organic process and traced its origins from the creation of its 

theoretical concepts to its practical application. While the first academic text to look at 

the American System in its entirety, Hounshell makes the argument that historians should 

not view Whitney as a pioneer because he did not make the system practical.8  

																																																								
7	John W. Oliver, History of American Technology (New York: The Ronald Press 
Company, 1956) pg. 137. Siegfried Giedion, Mechanization Takes Command: A 
Contribution to Anonymous History (New York: Oxford University Press, 1948) pg. 49. 
 
8 Hounshell, From the American System to Mass Production, 32. 
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The trend of looking at the system as a linear process continued in to the twenty-

first century with Diana Muir’s 2000 text, Reflections in Bullough’s Pond: Economy and 

Ecosystem in New England. Muir, when discussing the creation of machine technology, 

puts the emphasis on those who created the machines. David Meyer furthers Muir’s 

emphasis in his 2006 book Networked Machinist: High-Technology Industries in 

Antebellum America. Although Meyer shows how ideas spread between machinist, 

including Whitney, North, and Hall, in the antebellum period, he fails to show that 

concepts other than machine technology spread between inventors. Furthermore, Meyer 

argues that it was the Springfield Armory rather the arms contractors who achieved 

interchangeability. While this thesis will argue against Meyer’s concepts, Meyer’s texts 

shows that in the early years of the twenty-first century, the idea of innovation as a 

process began to develop. 

This thesis will examine the technological development of the American System 

of Manufacturing within the government and government-contracted arms industry in the 

early republic. Unlike the previous historiography, I will place equal focus on all aspects 

of the process, not just the creation of a system. This expanded focus is more effective in 

understanding how industrial innovation came about and how the American System of 

Manufacturing laid the foundation for the modern industrial system. 

 This study will begin with an examination of arms manufacturing techniques and 

the creation of the United States’ armory system. Complementing this examination will 

be a discussion of early technological innovations and the state of technology before and 

during the early republic era of the United States. Chapter two, the first chapter following 

the introduction, will continue with an examination of contemporary production systems 
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in England and France, including an examination of the beginnings of interchangeable 

technology by the French weapons manufacturers Jean-Baptiste de Gribeauval and 

Honoré Blanc, which offer a comparison to the state of American manufacturing of the 

time.  

Building upon early ideas about interchangeable technology, chapter three will 

examine the theoretical process of the new system of manufacturing. Concepts of 

interchangeable technology by the French insinuated itself into the thinking of Thomas 

Jefferson and he attempted to promote the system in the United States. Meanwhile, Eli 

Whitney developed the conceptual plans towards machine manufacturing of weapons 

with interchangeable parts that would create the principle stipulations of the American 

System of Manufacturing. Whitney, however, was unsuccessful in the application or 

expansion of these principles to the War and Ordnance Departments. Chapter three will 

then examine how Simeon North adapted and expanded upon Whitney’s initial 

theoretical foundation of the American System.  

Chapter four will examine the transition from theoretical principles to an applied 

system. Within this transition, Simeon North developed practical standards for 

interchangeable parts and introduced a milling machine for mass producing arms parts. 

Following North’s rudimentary and crude application of the system, the chapter will then 

examine the incorporation of North’s principles to the national armory system of the 

United States and the introduction of purposely built, more precise, machines to produce 

arms by other machine inventors. This progression of ideas inspired John Hall, who 

ultimately produced a fully practical system through his creation of precision repetitive 

machines operated by workers, resulting in completely interchangeable parts on arms.  
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    The conclusion will address the expansion of the system to other sectors of 

industry and the system’s replacement with the automated assembly line. Within this 

discussion, the social impacts of the American System of Manufacturing will show that 

fear and resentment toward industrial innovation is not a modern concept but a reflection 

of the change in job requirements associated with advancements in technology. The 

conclusion will then address the overarching theme of historical writing on industrial 

innovation and attempt to remedy the historical narrative by changing the focus to 

analyze the process, not just the individuals associated with the process. 
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CHAPTER 2: EARLY MANUFACTURING PRACTICES AT HOME AND 
ABROAD 

 
The American System of Manufacturing did not come to fruition independently. 

Instead, it was the result of deficiencies within previous methods of production and 

influences from international manufacturing practices. Although these stimuli afforded 

future industrial pioneers in the United States with the opportunity to later improve 

manufacturing practices, most early American industrialist and government officials did 

not grasp the effects that European influences could have on mending production flaws. It 

would require the recognition by Thomas Jefferson of the effects that European 

advancements could have on the dated and deficient American arms manufacturing 

practices to produce a shift in American governmental industrial thought. 

Arms production in the United States became a necessity from the earliest 

moments of the nation’s birth. In 1777, while at war with the British, George Washington 

and Alexander Hamilton created a plan to establish armories at various sites throughout 

the northeastern United States whose primary role was, in time of war, arming state 

militias.1 The arms furnished and stored by the federal government prior to the 

establishment of the national arsenals were either purchased by the federal government 

from private contractors or from foreign governments.2 Following the American 

Revolution, the United States military significantly lacked military arms, with many of 

those available in desperate need of repair. 

																																																								
1 Daniel D. Hartzler, The Southern Arsenal: A Study of the U.S. Arsenal at Harper’s 
Ferry (Bedford, PA: Old Bedford Village Press, 1996), pg. 5. 
 
2 Merritt Roe Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory and the New Technology: The Challenge of 
Change (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1977), pg. 28. 
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 In 1794, concerned with war from outside threats and recognizing the weapons 

shortage facing the young nation, worsened by wars with Native American tribes, 

Congress authorized “in addition to the arsenal at Springfield, there ought to be erected 

two other arsenals, with magazines and other necessary buildings, at such place as may 

be directed by the President of the United States, and so as to accommodate the Southern 

and Middle States.”3 Springfield, Massachusetts was a prime location for the 

establishment of the first federal arsenal. Having already been in use as a facility to 

construct and store arms and powder for the Continental Army, the town was also easily 

accessible, contained land and buildings already owned by the federal government, and 

was along the Mill River, allowing for the use of water power.4 These benefits allowed 

Secretary of War Henry Knox to easily obtain approval from President Washington for 

the creation of the Springfield Arsenal.5  

For the establishment of arsenals in the middle and southern regions, Washington 

had two options. First, Washington could authorize the rebuilding and refitting of 

armories in West Point, New York, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Carlisle, Pennsylvania, or 

New London, Virginia. Alternatively, he could designate funds to purchase land for a 

new arsenal with the goal of subsequently transforming the location into an arms factory. 

																																																								
3 Thomas Fitzsimons, “Arsenals and Armories”, American State Papers: Documents, 
Legislative and Executive, of the Congress of the United States, Volume 1; Volume 5; 
Volume 16. 3rd Congress, 1st Session March 4, 1794, pg. 65. 
 
4 Ned Kaufman, “Conflicting Goals for a National Park: The Historic Arsenal at 
Springfield, 1968-2008: Administrative History”, National Park Service, pg. 20. 
 
5 Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory and the New Technology, 28. Springfield Armory 
National Historic Site “The Watershops”, Watershops Fact Sheet (Springfield Armory 
National Historic Site).  
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The budget of $29,500 provided by Congress would allow only the construction of one 

arsenal for gun manufacture, negating the opportunity of a third fully operative federal 

arsenal.6 Ultimately, Washington chose to create a new arsenal rather than two that were 

smaller in size. He then faced the decision of where to build the arsenal.  

In 1794, following a visit to the town, President Washington, chose Harpers Ferry 

as the location for building the second federal arsenal. Like Springfield, Harpers Ferry 

was easily accessible, less than one-hundred and fifty miles from the capital of 

Philadelphia. It had sufficient natural resources such as wood and coal and had both the 

Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers to provide ample water power and transportation of 

supplies necessary for the construction of arms. In Washington’s opinion, Harpers Ferry 

was “the most eligible spot on the whole river in every point of view, for a work of this 

sort.”7 By 1799, the Harpers Ferry Arsenal had been completed.8 The United States 

government now had the necessary facilities not just to store, but to repair and 

manufacture arms. Despite these new facilities, European observers still considered 

American manufacturing processes outdated.9  

																																																								
6 Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory and the New Technology, 29. Fitzsimons, “Arsenals and 
Armories”, 66. 
 
7 George Washington, The Letters of George Washington: Presidential Series, Volume 
18, ed. Carol Ebel (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 1987), pg. 744. 
 
8 Joseph Barry, The Strange Story of Harper’s Ferry: With Legends of the Surrounding 
Country (Martinsburg, WV, Thompson Brothers, 1903), pg. 15. Hartzler, The Southern 
Arsenal, 9. 
 
9 Carroll Pursell, The Machine in America: A Social History of Technology (Baltimore: 
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995), pg. 9. 
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American’s in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries resisted innovation. As 

historian Carroll Pursell states in his text The Machine in America: A Social History of 

Technology, in the early United States “the very word innovation had negative and even 

sinister connotations of unsound and dangerously reckless pride.”10  From the time of its 

founding as colonies to its independence from Britain, the manufacturing processes 

within the United States never experienced major technological changes. The bedrock of 

the American manufacturing process remained artisans and their hand tools. This hand 

craft system had been a staple of European production methods since before the medieval 

period.  

When the earliest settlers came to America, they not only brought with them their 

religious and ideological beliefs, they also brought their tools and methods. Production in 

the American colonies centered around simple wooden tools primarily used to produce 

simple, but necessary wooden products. 11  These initial tools had six basic functions: 

“hammering, cutting and scraping, boring, grasping, sharpening, and measuring.”12 As 

time progressed, and colonial industrial sectors grew beyond carpentry, the natural 

materials used in production changed, but the tools and methods used to produce items 

did not.  

Within the gunsmithing trade of early America, gunsmiths produced arms in the 

established European manner of production through human power. Gunsmiths in the 

																																																								
10 Pursell, The Machine in America, 10. 
 
11 Ibid. 
 
12 Gary Gross, Technology and American Society: A History, 1st Edition (Upper Saddle 
River, NJ: Prentice Hall Professional Technical Reference, 1994), pg. 18. 
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eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries were especially skilled craftsmen able to work 

with both wood and iron.13 Gunsmithing in the federal arsenals was a highly operator 

dependent job. Craftsmen, journeymen, and apprentices worked to meet a monthly quota 

system. Consequently, the more skilled an individual was in this field, the shorter the 

work day.14 

 The quota system at the federal establishments had both professional and social 

benefits to the gunsmiths. In the professional realm, by being able to produce arms at 

their own rates, the quota system afforded gunsmiths the opportunity, following the 

completion of their quotas, to pursue outside activities such as farming, private 

gunsmithing, or other independent businesses, as well as to drink and socialize.15 The 

work pattern of the earliest gunsmiths demonstrated the artisanal characteristic of early 

American arms production. Following the introduction of machine manufacturing 

gunsmiths, like other craftsmen, would become factory workers rather than artisans. 

Despite the social and professional mobility of the quota system, fulfilling one’s 

quota was a not an easy task. At the federal arsenals at Springfield and Harpers Ferry, 

gunsmiths were initially responsible for completing every facet of the arms production by 

																																																								
13 Paul Shackel, Culture Change and the New Technology: An Archaeology of the Early 
American Industrial Era (New York: Plenum Press, 1996), pg. 33. 
 
14 A gunsmith was a master arms maker; a journeyman was a skilled individual who had 
completed an apprenticeship under a master but was not yet skilled enough to be a master 
gunsmith; an apprentice was traditionally a young male who was just beginning in 
learning the skills of arms production. The apprenticeship was usually unpaid and could 
last from six to eight years. Ian Quimby, Apprenticeship in Colonial Philadelphia (New 
York: Garland Publishing, 1985), pg. IV. Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory and the New 
Technology, 65. 
 
15 Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory and the New Technology, 65-67. 
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hand and in order. Gunsmiths had to forge the firing mechanism, as well as the lock that 

would contain the firing mechanism, by pouring molten metal into separate molds. 

Following the completion of the lock, gunsmiths, along with his apprentices and 

journeymen, then created the barrel. Of all the steps in weapons production, the turning 

of the barrel required the most physical effort and attention to detail. Gunsmiths turned a 

flat piece of iron into a perfectly round and well-sealed tube that a hand-powered boring 

machine then reamed out. Next, gunsmiths carefully cut, planed, and carved the wooden 

stock in a process that could take up to fourteen man-hours.16 After all the crafting of the 

individual pieces, gunsmiths, and sometimes their apprentice, carefully filed and trimmed 

the pieces to create a perfectly fitted and functioning weapon. Clearly, the process of 

creating just a single weapon was a technically demanding process. Nevertheless, the 

gunsmiths at the Springfield and Harpers Ferry armories produced impressive numbers of 

shoulder arms. The Springfield Armory, in its first two years of production, completed 

1,083 muskets, while Harpers Ferry Armory, in its first two years, went from producing 

293 flintlock muskets to 1,472. The twenty-five employees at Harpers Ferry produced an 

average of fifty-nine muskets per year per employee.17     

																																																								
16 Springfield Armory National Historic Site, “Woodworking”, Springfield Armory 
National Historic Site. 
 
17 Gross, Technology and American Society, 20. Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory and the 
New Technology, Table 1. Author Unknown, “A Description of the United States Armory 
at Springfield, (Mass.) with a Statement exhibiting the number of Arms manufactured 
and repaired, and the amount of Expenditures annually, from the commencement of the 
establishment in 1795, to the close of the year 1817” (No Publisher, 1818). 
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This highly skilled, hand-crafted form of production had one major flaw: the 

pieces were not interchangeable. As noted above, each individual piece was hand forged 

to fit within or around the lock. The firing mechanism for each gun would, therefore, only 

be compatible with the original lock mechanism that the gunsmith built it upon. 

Likewise, the lock and barrel would only fit the stock that the gunsmith carved to fit 

around the components. Because of this precision craftsmanship, weapons and their 

components were neither interchangeable nor exactly uniform with one another. Failure 

of any part required complete reconstruction of the arm, a significant disadvantage in 

military use.18 The soldier with a damaged weapon either had to request a new shoulder 

arm, obtain a similar part, which would require that he hand file the piece and/or his arms 

stock until they fit together, or send the shoulder arm back to the arsenal so a trained 

gunsmith could accomplish the task. 

This hand-craft manufacturing process directly contrasted with the mode of 

production taking place in Europe. Beginning as early as the mid-eighteenth century in 

Britain, the Industrial Revolution transformed the nature of European manufacturing. In 

Britain, new innovations and technological ideas, driven by new water-powered factories, 

replaced the traditional artisanal craft methods of production. No longer did artisans and 

craftsmen populate industries, as in the United States. Instead, due to new machines and 

new forms of power, such as James Watt’s steam engine, the artisans and craftsmen were 

replaced by factory workers. Despite the changes, the British government was not 

																																																								
18 The quartermaster is a military officer tasked with supplying arms, rations, clothing, 
and other necessary equipment. Merriam-Webster Dictionary, “Quarter Master”, 
Merriam-Webster Dictionary, https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/quartermaster (Accessed January 24, 2017).  
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interested in helping the American colonies adopt this technology.19 The Industrial 

Revolution in England offered a glimpse of what the future would hold for the United 

States and many in America admired the progress associated with mechanization.20  

Nevertheless, the American Revolution overshadowed these views of the future. 

Almost simultaneously with the Industrial Revolution in Britain, American began its own 

revolution against the British Monarchy. The American Revolution slowed what had 

once been an open exchange of ideas between the colonies and Britain.21 Nevertheless, 

the war against Britain would eventually ally America with France and greatly influence 

American arms production.  

 On August 30, 1785, Thomas Jefferson wrote a letter to John Jay, the U.S. 

Secretary of Foreign Affairs, discussing a new improvement in arms production. In the 

letter Jefferson stated, 

An improvement is made here in the construction of the musket which 
may be interesting to Congress to know, should they at any time propose 
to procure any. It consists in the making every part of them so exactly 
alike that what belongs to any one, may be used for every other musket in 
the magazine…Supposing it might be useful to the U.S., I went to the 
workman, he presented me the parts of 50 locks taken to peices [pieces], 
and arranged in compartments. I put several together myself taking peices 
[pieces] at hazard as they came to hand, and they fitted the most perfect 
manner. The advantages of this, when arms need repair are evident. He 
effects it by tools of his own contrivance which at the same time abridge 

																																																								
19 Ruth Schwartz Cowan, A Social History of American Technology (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1997) pg. 63. 
 
20 Brooke Hindle, “The American Industrial Revolution Through Its Survivals,” in 
Science and Society in Early America: Essays in Honor of Whitfield Bell, Jr., Randolph 
Klein, ed. (Philadelphia, American Philosophical Society, 1986), pg. 276. 
 
21 Lawrence A. Peskin, Manufacturing Revolution: The Intellectual Origins of Early 
American Industry (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003), pg. 57. 
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the work so that he thinks he shall be able to furnish the musket two livres 
cheaper than the common price.22 
 

Within this letter one can see the keen interest in interchangeable technology begin to 

take hold in Jefferson’s mind.  

 As early as 1765, French artillery officer, Jean-Baptiste Vaquette de Gribeauval 

understood the importance of standardization in artillery equipment. In his view, the more 

standardization of the gun carriages and equipment, the more mobile the field artillery 

and the easier the repairs. With this belief, Gribeauval developed a method of 

standardized manufacturing. Artillery pieces, as well as the accompanying equipment, 

had the ability to interchange with one another when needed. This system would gain the 

name le système Gribeauval. Despite his successes, the creation of Gribeauval’s system 

had significant problems in its implementation. First, the system took a long time to 

perfect with acceptable quality control, with some historians arguing it took nearly a 

century to achieve. Second, Gribeauval’s practical application of his uniformity system 

was expensive.23 Despite the challenges faced by Gribeauval and his system, it would 

greatly influence Honoré Blanc, the “workman” Jefferson had so admired, and his pursuit 

of interchangeable parts for muskets.  

 Supported by Gribeauval and the French government, Blanc, in 1786, opened an 

arsenal to construct muskets with completely interchangeable technology. While his 

attempts were partly successful, Blanc’s system still relied heavily on the hands of skilled 

																																																								
22 Thomas Jefferson, The Papers of Thomas Jefferson: Volume 8, ed. Julian P. Boyd 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1950), pg. 455.  
 
23 Ken Alder, Engineering the Revolution: Arms and Enlightenment in France, 1763-
1815 (Princeton: Princeton University press, 1997), pg. 43. 
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gunsmiths and craftsman. To achieve interchangeability, Blanc’s gunsmiths measured 

every piece of the musket against a master model. This system of uniformity ensured that 

workmen built the lock, stock, and barrel of the arm to the same specifications. If the 

piece of the weapon needed adjusting, the gunsmiths used hand tools to file until the part 

was relatively interchangeable. While a rudimentary system, Blanc’s method was the 

earliest prospect of interchangeable technology applied to shoulder arms. Monetary 

troubles limited Blanc’s attempts at adapting this technology to the public sector. 24 

However, Blanc’s system had a significant influence on the opinions of Jefferson, a 

known technocrat of his time.25  

European industrialization, specifically the French system of interchangeable 

parts, offered a response to the lack of innovation and deficiencies in American arms 

production. Jefferson recognized that implementation of the French system of 

interchangeable parts could vastly improve its outdated arms production methods in the 

United States. He understood that implementing interchangeable parts technology would 

reduce the amount of cost, labor, and repairs associated with the American arms 

production system. As a result, Jefferson would become the earliest American publicist of 

a core principle of the American System of Manufacturing.  
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CHAPTER 3: THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 

As much as the creation of the entirety of the American System of Manufacturing 

was a developmental process, so to was the creation of the theoretical foundation that 

provided a base for the system. Multiple individuals and institutions played key roles in 

advancing the core principles of interchangeable parts and machine-mass production. The 

two principles of the American System of Manufacturing were separate entities prior to 

1798. While most scholars give attribution to Eli Whitney for the American System, he 

was not solely responsible for the theoretical or successful in the practical constructs of 

the system.  

Following his discovery of and fascination with interchangeable technology, 

Thomas Jefferson, decided that it was necessary to apply these concepts to military arms 

built within the United States. To demonstrate convincingly interchangeable technology, 

Jefferson saw it as his “duty not only to mention to you [Henry Knox] the progress of this 

artist, but to purchase and send you half a dozen of his officers fusils.”1 In addition to 

sending the arms to Knox, Jefferson also removed the locks, took them apart, and packed 

them in the same case with the tools necessary to reconstruct them. From the way 

Jefferson packed the arms, he evidently hoped that Knox, or other members of the War 

Department, would rebuild the locks as a testament to Blanc’s arm’s interchangeability. 

In doing so, Jefferson offered not just samples of Blanc’s work, but provided an 

important understanding of the value and feasibility of this technology. Presumably, he 

hoped that Knox would pass this information on to arms developers in the United States.  
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In his letter to Knox, Jefferson understood and shared Blanc’s cost-benefit 

analysis of interchangeable parts. Jefferson wrote to Knox that: 

he [Blanc] shall be able, after a while, to furnish them cheaper than the 
common musket of the same quality; but at first they will not be so cheap 
in the first set, tho’ the economy in repairs will make them so in the end.2  
 

This cost-benefit analysis concept would manifest later in the contracts given to the 

pioneers of the American System. In order to reap the benefits, the United States 

government first needed to create and apply interchangeable technology to its arms 

production. Jefferson offered a simple solution. Instead of developing the technology 

anew in the United States, Jefferson noted that if the French government declined 

financial support and the United States chose to completely fund Blanc, Blanc would be 

willing to move his factory, system of manufacturing, and tools to the United States.3  

Receiving no response to his first letter, Jefferson again appealed to Knox to support 

Blanc and the importation of his ideas and production facility to the United States. This 

time though, instead of simply reiterating Blanc’s achievements, Jefferson sent Blanc’s 

memoirs in the hope of persuading Knox to take some action.4 There was, once again, no 

reply from the War Department.  

This continued lack of response from Knox effectively ended Jefferson and 

Blanc’s hope of transferring Blanc’s system to the United States at that time. 
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Nevertheless, the concept implemented by Blanc had an impact on military thought 

regarding arms production. The theoretical construct of achieving interchangeable parts 

technology in American arms manufacturing had clearly been brought the attention of the 

War Department and the United States government. In 1798, although the United States 

government was not actively pursuing interchangeable technology in its arms production, 

a well-informed, albeit insolvent, inventor from Connecticut would convince the federal 

government to fund a venture into this innovative technology.  

When the War Department of the United States first awarded Eli Whitney a 

contract in 1798 for ten thousand muskets, Whitney had recently been on the losing side 

of a costly legal battle over patent rights for the cotton gin. Although Whitney holds 

claim in modern history books as the inventor of the cotton gin, he was not always 

considered the creator. Whitney, and his little-known business partner Phineas Miller, 

first built the famed cotton gin in 1794 and pursued the legal process of filing for patent 

protection of their invention. Unfortunately, Miller, focusing on immediate profits rather 

than the legal protection of their invention, published an article advertising their gin to 

Georgia planters.5 Their plan was to install cotton gins near large farms, where farmers 

would come to use their machine for two-fifths of the planter’s profit, allowing Whitney 

and Miller to create an immediate return on investment.  

The farmers, however, determined that the cost of using the machine was 

exorbitant. Instead, many of the farmers exploited a patent loophole that allowed 

modifications to the system, which negated infringement of the patent. These farmers 
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thus created their own “improved” versions of Whitney’s gin.6 Whitney and Miller sued 

to protect their patent. Focusing on two individuals, Edward Lyon and Hodgen Holmes, 

Whitney and Miller entered a costly legal battle over patent infringements and 

acknowledgment for the invention of the cotton gin. By the resolution of the legal battles, 

Whitney was almost completely bankrupt and, in some circles, devoid of recognition for 

the creation of the cotton gin. Adding to his struggles, during the prolonged period of the 

lawsuit, a fire destroyed his New Haven Connecticut workshop.7  

As the year 1798 began, Whitney was without funds, workshop, or credit for his 

invention. He decided to devote himself to a new business in “which superior ingenuity, 

seconded by uncommon industry, qualifications which he must have been conscious of 

possessing in no ordinary degree, would conduct him by a slow, but sure route, to a 

competent fortune.”8 Whitney chose arms manufacturing, even though he had never 

produced a firearm and to all appearances he was wholly unqualified. He was, 

additionally, without a workshop, skilled workmen, or access to capital. Nevertheless, he 

was aware that the federal government would provide funds to arms producers and that it 

was his only choice to resolve the debt he had incurred.9 Despite, his apparent limitations, 

Whitney accomplished the feat of convincing the federal government to award him a 

lucrative contract for arms production.  
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Whitney took advantage of a prior relationship with Oliver Wolcott Jr., who was 

then Secretary of the Treasury. In 1798, worsening relations with France led many to fear 

war and to decry a lack of suitable arms for the U.S. military.10 Taking advantage of this 

situation, Whitney penned a letter to Wolcott explaining why he would be suitable for an 

arms contract and expounded his plans for manufacturing the contracted arms. This letter 

would also establish one key theoretical foundation for the American System of 

Manufacturing. In his letter, Whitney informed Wolcott that: 

I am persuaded that Machinery moved by water adapted to this Business 
would greatly diminish the labor and facilitate the Manufacturing of this 
Article. Machines for forging, rolling, floating, boreing, Grinding, 
Polishing etc may all be made use of to advantage.11  
 

This letter by Whitney was one of the first instances in American manufacturing sectors 

of adapting machines to the production of complex devices.  

As with the process of creating of the American System of Manufacturing, 

Whitney’s understanding of water-powered machines was the result of an incorporation 

of technological concepts proposed and implemented by others before him. One such 

individual was Samuel Slater. In the latter part of the 1700s, Slater emigrated from 

England to the United States. After settling in Rhode Island, Slater erected the Slater 

Cotton Mill. Although there were numerous cotton mills in the United States, Slater’s 

mill distinguished itself from the rest in manufacturing techniques. While most other 
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mills spun cotton by hand, Slater incorporated the new water-powered milling technology 

developed in England as a part of the Industrial Revolution. This technological 

innovation ushered in new approaches to manufacturing practices within the United 

States.12 There is no recorded contact between Whitney and Slater. However, they had 

worked in related industries, with Whitney at the time working on his cotton gin. 

Moreover, Whitney’s workshop and Slater’s Mill were within 100 miles of one another, 

likely creating accessibility to an exchange of ideas. Additionally, Whitney’s machinist 

mentality must have encouraged his interest in Slater’s manufacturing techniques. While 

the direct origins of Whitney’s understanding of water-powered machine manufacturing 

remain unknown, it is evident that these ideas were a further evolution of what were then 

cutting edge practices. 

Although Whitney aspired to using water-powered machine-made mass 

production, he had difficulties implementing the concept. Nevertheless, the plan 

presented by Whitney, including his claim that with his system he could build 10,000 

completed muskets in twenty-eight months at a cost to the government of $134,000, 

intrigued Wolcott and many others in the federal government. Acknowledging Whitney’s 

skills in manufacturing and in full belief that Whitney could accomplish the monumental 

task ahead of him, Wolcott granted Whitney his contract.13 Whitney would need to 
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furnish the first four thousand muskets by September of 1799 and the final six thousand 

by the last day of September of 1800. This quota was a challenging task for any 

gunsmith. However, Whitney and the federal government believed the use of machines 

would allow fulfillment the contract.  

  An examination of Whitney’s contract and his financial and manufacturing 

situation at the time of signing, reveals that, besides the enormous production of arms 

stipulated, the contract was unprecedented in comparison to prior weapons contracts. 

That Eli Whitney was an unproven gunsmith was not unique at that time, as very few of 

the twenty-seven contractors granted contracts in 1798 were qualified.14 What was 

distinctive was that Eli Whitney was directly involved in writing his own contract with 

the federal government, despite having neither a design model for his gun, nor workers to 

create the weapons. Most significantly, he did not possess a factory in which to build the 

weapons.15 Nevertheless, the government granted Whitney an upfront loan of $5,000, 

supplemented by a $10,000 bank loan, with which to procure workers, a workshop, and 

build his machines.16 With his contract approved and signed by the government and a 

model Charleville musket acquired, Whitney purchased a former mill site north of New 
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Haven, Connecticut on the Mill River for his workshop. It was there that Whitney began 

the process of attempting a machine-based system of weapons manufacturing. 

 Whitney had, at most, one year to create his machines and engineer his factory to 

fulfill the first portion of his initial contract. Unfortunately for Whitney, unanticipated 

obstacles hindered his tooling up process and the production of arms. In a letter written 

on May 31, 1799 to Wolcott regarding production issues, Whitney stated:  

I do not make that progress in the execution of my contract for fabricating 
which I expected at the time I contracted. I have met with many 
unexpected and unavoidable delays and disappointments, which could not 
have been foreseen and guarded against. I was also myself mistaken in 
some of my calculations at the time I entered into the contract.17 
 

While the harshness of the previous winter caused some of the delays, most of problems 

resulted from ineffective outside contractors hired to produce barrels for his weapons, 

coupled with a lack of skilled workers within his workshop.18 Having never previously 

designed or produced a weapon, Whitney would have expected some initial setbacks in 

his production. However, this was not the only time that Whitney’s production was 

inadequate. Subsequent letters to Wolcott and the War Department contained requests for 

extra funds so Whitney could continue to create machines and arms in his workshop. 

 Despite developing machines, Whitney’s armory never demonstrated any capacity 

for machine mass production. The only record regarding the machines in Eli Whitney’s 

workshop is a letter written in 1801 by his ten-year-old nephew Philos Blake. In this 
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letter, Blake states that, in the main workshop, he saw boring, drilling, and screw 

machines, although the last were most likely hollowing machines.19 In the second shop, 

Blake saw a trip hammer, a blacksmith shop, a room where the stocks of guns were 

made, and five hundred completed arms.20 While the list of machines in Blake’s account 

demonstrates that Whitney had incorporated machining into his shop, in fact, inferring 

from an examination of Whitney’s account books, the machines were not specific for the 

manufacturing of arms. Rather, one can show that Whitney still relied on workers to hand 

file individual locks.21 In a letter written to Wolcott in 1798, Whitney expected that he 

would need to employ between 120 and 150 workmen to fulfill the contract.22 Whitney’s 

need for the large number of manual workers demonstrated that the hand power of 

workmen still played a major role in the creation of arms at his workshop. While the 

components were not formed on machines, Whitney instituted a series of jigs designed to 

establish some uniformity of the components in the result of the hand filing.  

 Between 1798 and 1801, Whitney had yet to deliver a single weapon to the 

federal government. In lengthy letters sent to Wolcott and the War Department, Whitney 

defended his lack of production and continued to request funds to work on his machines 
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to produce arms for his contract. This approach was effective until November 8, 1800 

when Wolcott, Whitney’s strongest supporter, resigned as the Secretary of the Treasury.23 

With his base of support gone and a requirement of governmental support to keep himself 

financially solvent, Whitney now had to show some evidence of his accomplishments in 

New Haven.  

In January of 1801, Whitney staged a product demonstration in Washington, D.C. 

to illustrate the interchangeability of his components. Recognizing that he had to create a 

positive impression among opinion leaders, Whitney invited government officials, 

congressmen, President John Adams, and most significantly, President-Elect Thomas 

Jefferson. At this exhibition, Whitney interchanged ten perfectly fitting locks on the same 

stock, successfully demonstrating interchangeable technology in arms manufacturing. 

Whitney’s demonstration prompted Jefferson to write James Monroe, then governor of 

Virginia, stating that “he [Whitney] has invented molds and machines for making all the 

pieces of his locks so exactly equal, that take 100 locks to pieces and mingle their parts 

and the hundred locks may be put together…”24  

While Whitney’s demonstration showed that interchangeability was feasible, 

historical debate continues as to which components of the arms were presented by 

Whitney as interchangeable. Beginning with William Phipps Blake’s History of the Town 

of Hamden Connecticut (1888) some historians, including Constance Green, Jeannette 
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Mirsky, and Allan Nevins, argue that Whitney brought pieces of the locks and then, 

picking randomly from piles of pieces, put ten locks together and then fitted these locks 

to the stock.25 Later historians would challenge this opinion. David Hounshell argues that 

in his demonstration, Whitney only exchanged the preassembled locks, not the individual 

parts of the lock.26 These two different interpretations of the proceedings show a 

decidedly different level of interchangeability achieved, with the former demonstrating 

individual component interchangeability, while the latter showing uniformity of a pre-

assembled product. Independent of these conflicting presentation of events, Whitney 

demonstrated some system of uniformity in his work. It should be noted, however, that 

Whitney’s locks were still marked to match with specific arms.27  

Despite demonstrating, albeit on a relatively small scale, the use of machines in 

arms production and the subsequent uniformity of parts, Whitney did not fully 

comprehend how to apply the concept of machine-made mass production, combined with 

the promise of interchangeable technology efficiently and effectively to produce a 

product. By September of 1801, Whitney finally delivered his first stand of weapons. Of 

the 10,000 muskets designated in the contract, Whitney only delivered 500. By any arms 

manufacturing standards of the time, this was well below expected efficiency. The 

Harpers Ferry Armory, which had just opened a year before, produced 293 flintlock 
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muskets, while the Springfield Armory produced 4,862 muskets in 1800 and 3,205 in 

1801.28 Despite Whitney’s use of basic machines to aid in production, the two federal 

establishments, using hand fabrication, were still more efficient. It would require almost 

ten years, from 1798 until 1809, for Whitney to complete his first contract of 10,000 

arms. Although he would receive later commissions for arms, as shown by an 1812 

contract, Whitney would only be required to produce a small number of arms.29 By 

comparison, between 1798 and 1809, the Springfield Arsenal produced nearly 50,000 

arms, five times that of Whitney’s original contract.30  

Scholars debate Whitney’s role in the American System of Manufacturing, but it 

is beyond question that Eli Whitney understood mechanical innovation. His lack of 

production does not discount Whitney from his place as an innovator within the 

American System of Manufacturing.31 On the other hand, his creation of machines, 

examples of interchangeable parts, and eventual completion of his contract, if offered as 

definitive proof that he independently developed a system which combined 

interchangeable parts and mass production, is also oversimplified.32 It would take 
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significant innovations by others, based on Whitney’s early work, to replace a primary 

dependence on hand fabrication with reproducible machine mass production. Whitney 

himself was never able to fully focus on his new production model. Between 1789 and 

1801, he became distracted by the larger monetary gain made possible by a 

reexamination of patent laws and new litigation involving the cotton gin. This distraction 

removed Whitney from his weapons workshop and machines likely contributing to the 

lack of production.  

Eli Whitney’s development of the principles of the American System provided a 

foundation for later gunsmiths to incorporate his thinking and begin a process of 

transforming the system from a theoretical construct to an applied method. Like Whitney, 

when Simeon North received his first government contract he was an experienced 

machinist. In 1795, Simeon North purchased an old sawmill near Hartford, Connecticut. 

Here, North gained early knowledge on the production methods behind formed wood and 

forged steel through the manufacturing of scythes. North continued this venture until he 

received his first contract from the federal government to produce horse pistols. In 1799, 

North received a contract to produce 500 horse pistols. Before his initial contract was 

finished, North received a second contract in 1800 for 1,500 more horse pistols to be 

completed within two years.33  

In November of 1808, Simeon North developed a division of labor that 

implemented the principles of the American System. North found that “by confining a 

workman to one particular limb of the of the pistol until he has made two thousand, I save 
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at least one quarter of his labour.”34 As a consequence of this labor-saving observation, 

North only needed initially to employ forty to fifty armorers to fulfill his quota.35  North’s 

idea for a modified production system required one worker to stay at one station and 

produce one piece of the arm, allowing the worker to become highly skilled in the 

manufacturing of that particular component. This new system would eventually lead to 

faster production, in addition to weapon standardization. North’s division of labor was an 

adaptation of a system of labor that had been forming in the federal armories since the 

early 1800s. 

 In 1802, four years before North’s system, the superintendent of the Harpers 

Ferry Armory, had already instituted a system of divided labor. In this system, artisans 

working at the armory would be responsible for the production of a particular part of an 

arm. Nevertheless, these artisans still needed to be proficient in the manufacture of an 

entire arm, since the master armorer, as the chief gunsmith of the armory, consistently 

monitored parts production, changing the gunsmiths’ work assignments better to 

distribute resources to other sectors of production as needed.36 While the artisans worked 

on one part of the final product, they were neither confined to one bench nor were they 

only proficient in the production of one limb of the arm.  

 By contrast, in North’s system, a worker remained at one bench producing a 

defined number, initially two thousand, of one limb. By placing one worker on one 
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required job, North created specialization among the workers, a system that would 

rapidly accelerate with the introduction of machine manufacturing for individual 

components. Additionally, by the second decade of the 1800s, both the Springfield and 

Harpers Ferry armories would begin to eliminate the traditional craftsman and 

apprenticeship system. Instead, the armories replaced the traditional system with North’s 

piece work system of labor.37  

While North’s ultimate goals were primarily focused on increasing the speed of 

production, as well as lowering cost, like Whitney, North similarly achieved an 

unintentional interchangeability in his pistols. This finding would later become a 

purposeful feature of his subsequent contracts. In 1813, Simeon North signed a contract 

with the War Department for 20,000 pistols produced over five years. The sheer 

magnitude of this undertaking to fulfill such a large contract in only five years was 

unparalleled.  Even more notable, was a stipulation in North’s contract that was unique 

and unprecedented.38 In the section of the contract focusing on parts to be furnished with 

the pistols, and the regulations regarding the stamping of the pistols, was a proviso 

requesting “the component parts of pistols, are to correspond so exactly that any limb or 

part of one Pistol, may be fitted to any other Pistol of the Twenty thousand.”39 The 
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inclusion of this requirement for uniform parts represented the first government contract 

in which the manufacturer agreed to produce fully interchangeable parts.  

By the time Simeon North signed his 1813 contract with the federal government, 

Eli Whitney had demonstrated and, along with Thomas Jefferson, publicized the concepts 

of interchangeable technology and machine-made mass produced arms. Whitney’s 

theoretical understanding of the combination of machine mass production and 

interchangeable parts began to permeate its way in to the thought of the federal 

government. Nowhere was this prevalent than in the newly established Ordnance 

Department. Founded in 1812, it was the responsibility of this department to inspect and 

distribute military arms and supplies, as well as initiate arms contracts. Colonel Decius 

Wadsworth, the Chief of Ordnance and former military attaché to Whitney, adopted the 

motto “’Uniformity, Simplicity and Solidarity.’”40 Recognizing the monetary challenge 

of repairing and maintaining arms, Wadsworth along with Colonel George Bomford, the 

head of small arms repair for the Ordnance Department, became advocates of the 

uniformity principle that had been publicized by Whitney and Jefferson.41 While there are 

no records of the discussions that took place during the crafting of North’s contract, it is 

possible, based on the assumptions of North’s familiarity with interchangeable 

technology, in addition to the government’s interest in uniformity, that this provision 

stemmed from mutual interest by both Simeon North and the federal government. 
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Nevertheless, by accepting the large contract with this stipulation, North acknowledged 

the feasibility of interchangeable technology.  

 North’s willingness to accept the contractual stipulation begs the question of how 

he became aware of Whitney’s concept of interchangeable parts and machine mass 

production. There is no recorded indication that the two men ever spoke or even knew of 

the others’ existence, despite both being involved in armament manufacture. The goal of 

interchangeable components advocated by Whitney and Jefferson appears to have been 

known in the manufacturing community of Connecticut and other parts of the northeast 

United States and spread beyond arms manufacturing, for example to the clock making 

industry that was well-established in Connecticut by the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries. 

Manufacturers in the early nineteenth century understood that implementing 

precision machines to create interchangeable parts was the future path of industrial 

production in the United States. In 1807, as North was beginning to implement his 

practice of division of labor, a well-known clock maker, Eli Terry, began to experiment 

with machine manufacturing of clock parts. By 1814 Terry had begun machine mass 

producing clocks with parts that could be interchanged.42 Terry was not alone within the 

clock making business in attempting to apply Whitney’s ideas. Elisha Cheney, North’s 

brother-in-law, and business partner sometime between 1800 and 1811, had a clock shop 
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up the river from North’s Berlin factory.43 He apparently witnessed and tried to 

incorporate the machine technology from Terry.44 Consequently, it is possible that North 

absorbed Whitney’s ideas through the clock making industry, and specifically through 

Cheney. The adaptation of similar manufacturing practices between these industries 

illustrates that the ideas brought from Europe by Jefferson and publicized by Whitney 

were familiar to American producers.  

 In 1816, the government proposed four changes to the design of the pistol in its 

contract with North, redefining the uniformity clause to focus solely on the locks rather 

than the whole arm. This alteration requested that “the Locks of the Pistols to be made so 

uniformly alike, that they may be fitted to any of the 20,000 pistols.”45 To accomplish the 

new requirement, North exercised a basic geometric principle to create one of the most 

influential manufacturing techniques for uniformity pushing interchangeable technology 

further towards a realistic method of production.46  North understood that if a worker 

constructed each part of a lock so precisely that it would fit perfectly into the 

standardized model of the lock, then through the transitive property, each piece of the 
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lock would be interchangeable.47 To accomplish this degree of uniformity, North 

employed a series of precision gauges to measure and compare the individual lock parts 

against the model. This form of production would become known as a standard gauge 

method of production. The creation of standard gauge technology facilitated a major step 

towards the practical application of the American System of Manufacturing.   

 An incremental process was necessary for the American System of Manufacturing 

to transition from two independent ideas, to a theoretical foundation, and finally to the 

beginning of its applied phase. This process was not the result of one individual, but the 

spread of ideas between individuals and institutions. Although Eli Whitney, in the ten 

years that he attempted the system, was unable to fully implement and combine precision 

machine-mass production and interchangeable parts, he played a pivotal role in the 

creation of American System of Manufacturing. Whitney, through the adoption of ideas 

brought forth by other individuals, ushered in a new line of thinking regarding 

manufacturing by demonstrating the possibilities the new system offered. This thinking 

directly affected the industrial community and provided opportunities for other 

individuals to build off its foundation. Simeon North, through the spread of industrial 

thought, understood the core principles of the American System of Manufacturing and 

offered new ways of thinking on how he could turn the theoretical in to the practical. This 

dissemination and adaptation of industrial thought directly allowed for the future 

practical application of the system of manufacturing. Without theory, there would be no 

future practice. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE PRATICAL APPLICATION 

The transition of the American System of Manufacturing from its theoretical 

foundation to its practical application was an evolutionary not revolutionary process. One 

pioneer did not apply the system on their own, but rather adapted the technology and 

ideas put forth by previous individuals to their own attempts. By the time John Hall 

implemented the American System of Manufacturing into a fully operational and 

economically feasible system, Simeon North, and other pioneers, proved that the 

American System was not just a theoretical construct but an achievable method of 

manufacturing.  

Unlike Eli Whitney, Simeon North’s attempts at interchangeable technology 

proved possible and more reliable than previous attempts. The idea of using the transitive 

property to produce similar parts brought the concept of interchangeable parts to a near 

perfect level of uniformity, although all arms and components continued to be identified 

with corresponding marks. An 1816 report on Simeon North’s factory by the 

superintendents of the Harpers Ferry Armory and the Springfield Armory, described 

North’s standard gauge method. The superintendents reported that “he has made an 

improvement in the lock by fitting every part to the same lock which ensures a more rigid 

uniformity than they have heretofore known.”1 In using this system, North had achieved 

interchangeability within his arms. Nevertheless, in the earliest stages, North’s system 

still required his workers to file down the locks and fine-tune the construction of certain 
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pieces to ensure that each component of the lock was fully interchangeable. If North 

wanted to fulfill his contract to make every lock completely and perfectly 

interchangeable, he would need to build a machine that would create reproducible 

uniformity. North achieved this feat through a milling machine designed in 1816 at his 

Middletown, Connecticut factory.2  

North’s milling machine, aptly named the “Middletown Milling Machine”, was a 

hand-cranked tool using a rotating multi-toothed cutter to shape, smooth, grind, or cut a 

piece of metal to a level of accuracy that surpassed that in hand-filed arms. It was an 

elementary design, that was hand-powered, non-adjustable, with limited application.3 For 

North, this new machine would be used to fulfill his contractual uniformity stipulation 

and allowed his workers to mass produce the lock plates for his pistols. While an 

improvement over previous processes, North’s machine did not yet allow perfect 

uniformity. The lock plates still required workers to make minimal modifications by 

filing. Other lock components were still hand forged, ultimately resulting in locks not 

being completely interchangeable. While the method was not perfect, it offered more 

uniformity than that seen with the jig and filing process employed by Whitney.4   

North’s milling machine sped up production. The government contract signed in 

1813 and implemented in 1814 resulted in the production of only 1,156 pistols in the first 
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two years. In 1816, following the introduction of his milling machine, North, with the 

addition of his division of labor, the transitive system of uniformity, and special 

machinery to turn barrels and make gunstocks, completed his contract a few months 

behind schedule in 1819. 5 North’s fulfillment of this 1813 contract showed that mass 

producing single parts of pistols with interchangeable technology, an idea brought forth 

by Whitney, was feasible and practical. North’s use of specially designed machines 

would, like Whitney’s initial concepts, disseminate to the national armories, their 

superintendents, and members of the Ordnance and War Departments.  

The national armories began to adapt some of North’s ideas. One of the first 

practices to be implemented was the standard gauge system. By 1815 a report on the 

Springfield armory listed milling machines, a barrel turning machine, and “in progress, a 

new invented machine for turning musket stocks.”6 The milling machine at Springfield 

was probably an adaptation of North’s machine.7 These machines are the first evidence of 

advancement towards machine mass production within the federal armory system.  

 Further mechanical innovations by other machinist helped moved the aspiration of 

fully interchangeable parts closer to a reality. In the production of arms, the two most 

difficult pieces to create were the locks and the barrels. For the former, the complexity 
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derived from the integration of the individual pieces, mainly the hammer, springs, and 

flash pan, which required seamless function when triggered. In the case of the latter, this 

process required both substantial time and skilled manpower and was therefore 

expensive. To form a barrel, a flat iron bar needed to be rounded, tapered, flattened, and 

welded, then have the center bored out, all by a dedicated gunsmith. By 1815, the 

Springfield Armory had trip hammers powered by water that could accomplish the 

hammering of the barrels, but the gunsmith had to turn the barrel and bore out the middle 

of the barrel by hand. Consequently, no two barrels were alike. By 1818, the armory used 

a new barrel turning machine, invented by Thomas Blanchard. Workers used the new 

machine for “turning the exterior of the musket barrels, forming, at the same time the 

flats and ovals of the breech” allowing for each to be of the same thickness and diameter, 

improving the quality of the barrel.8  

Blanchard later invented the stock turning machine, that significantly impacted 

the production of arms. Patented in 1819, the Blanchard Lathe, as it would be known, 

used a slowly rotating master copy of a musket stock cast in iron and a guide wheel 

linked to a cutting wheel to make the identical cuts on a wooden blank. Before the 

Blanchard Lathe, the production of a musket stock took fourteen man-hours to complete. 

In its early adaptation, the Blanchard Lathe would reduce the time to only twenty-two 

minutes. By the time the American Civil War began in 1861, one stock turning machine 

could complete fourteen gun stocks in an hour. Within the federal armories at Springfield 

and Harpers Ferry, by 1819 machine technology had already begun to replace the 
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traditional methods of arms production. However, aspects of arms production, primarily 

smaller components, still required work from individual skilled gunsmiths. Components 

of arms had not yet become fully interchangeable.9  

By 1819, the War and Ordnance Departments had accepted the eventuality of new 

weapons production technology. Although Eli Whitney failed in making the system 

practical, he impressed upon opinion leaders in the government, the War Department, 

and, what would become, the Ordnance Department, that the theoretical concepts of the 

American System of Manufacturing, if successfully applied, could improve production in 

a cost-effective manner. By the time Simeon North was producing arms for the War 

Department, creating interchangeable technology for arms, and subsequently mass-

producing these arms, was a highly desirable goal among those responsible for 

determining contracts for weapons production. North’s contributions in creating a 

standardized gauging system, an innovative division of labor, and the earliest milling 

machine, proved to arms sector of the government that the system was not just a 

theoretical construct but a reasonable objective. It would require the expertise of one 

more individual to make it fully practical: a Mainer from Portland named John Hall.  

Hall revolutionized the construction of arms. Prior to Hall’s rifle, every arm 

produced in the United States was a muzzle-loading arm. To load the musket required a 

detailed nine-step process. In brief, a soldier would have place the butt of the musket on 
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the ground with the muzzle, the opening at the front of the barrel, facing upward. A 

soldier loaded the charge, consisting of a powder and bullet, into the muzzle of the arm 

and then, with a rammer, packed together at the base of the barrel. Once packed, the 

soldier then had to raise the arm to his shoulder before firing. This process was 

inefficient, requiring skill and precision to master. Using a muzzle-loaded weapon, a 

highly-trained soldier could fire around three shots a minute.10  

John Hall’s rifle, which would later receive the military designation of the M1819 

Hall Rifle, was a breech-loader. Instead of muzzle loading, Hall’s rifle loaded from the 

breech, or the rear section of the barrel. Hall’s breech-loading system consisted of a self-

contained receiver, comprised of the lock, trigger, and a few inches of barrel, that, when 

released by the gun’s operator through a lever in front of the trigger, rose at a forty-five-

degree angle from the top of the arm. This mechanism allowed the operator to load the 

charge directly in to the base of the barrel. The operator then pressed the receiver down, 

primed the arm, and was ready to discharge his gun. Compared with the traditional 

muzzle-loading arm, Hall’s breechloader, when operated by a trained soldier, could fire 

at twice the speed of a traditional arm.11  

Hall, like North, sought to take advantage of the Militia Act of 1808, which 

provided an “annual sum of two hundred thousand dollars be…for the purpose of 
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providing arms and military equipments for the whole body of the militia”.12  In a letter 

written in 1811 to James Madison, then President of the United States, Hall discussed his 

arms as a tool to strengthen the militia. Hall believed that:  

this improvement I wish to introduce to the notice of the American 
Government and that those to whose cognizance it more particularly 
belongs may properly investigate and ascertain its value…Presuming upon 
the interest which you appear to take in every thing [sic] tending to 
promote the improvement of the militia I have address’d this letter to you 
requesting your assistance.13 
 

Madison passed the letter on to Secretary of War William Eustis, but Hall was unable to 

secure a contract.14 Hall, convinced of the superiority of his weapon was undeterred and 

continued to write the Secretary of War. Brief interest in 1813 by George Bomford of the 

Ordnance Department unfortunately came to nothing and the end of the War of 1812 

seemed to put a damper on further contracts.15 During this period, Hall, to stay financially 

solvent, sold his arms to private individuals.16  
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In 1816, hoping, once again, to receive a formal contract Hall, penned a ten-page 

letter to the War Department in which he promised to “make every similar part of every 

gun so much alike that it will suit every gun.” 17 This letter is the first documentation that 

Hall was cognizant of the idea of interchangeable parts technology. More significantly 

Hall, also appeared to have understood the cost-benefit that would result from providing 

this uniformity. In the same letter, Hall believed adapting the system would “in the first 

instance… probably prove expensive, yet ultimately it will prove most economical and be 

attended with great advantage.”18 Hall’s letter, in addressing the issue of interchangeable 

parts, had the desired effect on War Department which reopened negotiations with Hall.  

The question of how Hall developed his knowledge regarding the uniformity 

principle, as well as machine mass production has remained largely unexamined by 

historians. Most authors, including Hounshell and Smith, focus on his actions and 

accomplishments, rather than on the source of his ideas that ultimately allowed the 

American System of Manufacturing to move from the theoretical to the practical. Prior to 

his appointment as an assistant armorer at Harpers Ferry in 1819, much of John Hall’s 

early actions and thoughts are unknown due to a lack of his papers. However, his later 

letters, government contacts, and the manufacturing influences within the region in which 

he lived suggest familiarity with earlier theoretical attempts.  

The most logical way to analyze Hall’s accomplishments is as a continuum of an 

existing idea that originated in France, was theorized, attempted, and publicized by Eli 
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Whitney, later adopted by the War and Ordnance Departments, and most recently made 

moderately practical with locks produced by Simeon North. The origins and spread of 

these central concepts that propelled the American System of Manufacturing were known 

by Hall who, in an 1827 letter to the Secretary of War, recalled: 

At the time of entering into engagements to attend to the fabrication of my 
Rifles at Harpers Ferry I was not aware of the great length of time that 
would be consumed in planning and executing the Machinery to effect the 
construction of the arms with the perfect similarity of all their component 
parts which had so long been sought to be effected in vain, and had 
become a desideratum in the construction of National arms. I had been 
told that it had been pronounced impossible by the French Commissioners 
appointed by that government to attend to it, and I know that all attempts 
to effect it in Great Britain and this Country had failed; but from an 
unswerving reliance on my own abilities I expect to accomplish it in a 
short period…19 
 

While Hall does not make clear the specific actors he is mentioning when he states that 

he knew about attempts within the United States, one can surmise that Hall is talking 

about Eli Whitney and possibly Simeon North. Despite the lack of clarification on who 

the individuals were, this quote clearly indicates that Hall had prior knowledge about the 

system before he began attempting the process on his own. 

 Initially, Hall did not consider attempting the combination of both uniformity and 

machine mass production. It appears that when he feared the Ordnance Department 

would reject his patent rifle, Hall began to mention producing his arms with 

interchangeable parts on precision machines. By declaring that he would make his arms 

interchangeable on precision machines, the War Department decided to reconsider Hall’s 

proposal and, as will be discussed in detail later, provide him with the requested contract 
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and facilities. Based on this evidence, and his letter above, it is likely that Hall was aware 

that the government was actively seeking individuals to attempt a novel system of 

manufacturing and that previous attempts had not satisfied the individuals within the War 

and Ordnance Departments.   

 There are two possible avenues through which Hall could have learned about the 

previous attempts and the concepts behind the American System. One route seems to be 

through government contacts. When Hall first produced his gun for the War Department, 

the War Department put Hall in contact with George Bomford of the Ordnance 

Department. Even prior to the production of Whitney’s first arm, the idea of adapting the 

uniformity principle and machine production to arms intrigued Chief of Ordnance, 

Decius Wadsworth, and Deputy Chief of Ordnance George Bomford. By the time Hall 

traveled to Albany, New York in 1814 to present his rifle to Bomford, the ideas Whitney 

had proposed had led the War and Ordnance Department to seek this new manufacturing 

system. What transpired in the conversations between Hall and Bomford is not 

documented. It is likely that, in addition to discussing Hall’s arms, they discussed of the 

current state of arms and arms manufacturing in the United States and elsewhere. This 

conversation may have included other contracts, processes, and the concepts espoused by 

Whitney. It may have been directly from Bomford that Hall knew about the War and 

Ordnance Departments’ developing interest in new manufacturing technology. 

Another possible source of information and inspiration lies in the region in which 

Hall lived. In the early 1800’s, New England was a highly-populated region with multiple 

hubs of industrialization. By 1820, the eastern seaboard of New England had an average 
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population density of 41 to 60 people per square mile.20 The combination of the industrial 

development, along with the higher population density compared to the rest of the United 

States created a relative ease of travel for both people and information within the region. 

It is possible that Hall heard of advancements in all types of manufacturing, including 

those by Whitney, North, and within the Springfield Armory. He likely was also aware of 

the lucrative government contracts given regionally based around attempts at combining 

interchangeable parts and machine mass production. While the origins of his 

understanding of interchangeable parts and machine mass production remains conjecture, 

based on the letter from above, Hall did not independently create the theoretical ideas 

behind interchangeable parts and machine mass production but rather realized the 

benefits of informing the government that he could successfully implement these 

concepts.  

 Following Hall’s letter of intent to machine mass produce his arms with 

interchangeable parts, the government began deliberation on whether to accept Hall’s 

rifle into service as well as offer a manufacturing contract to Hall. In 1816 Wadsworth 

proposed to the Secretary of War that Hall’s one hundred patent rifles should be given to 

“a company of Riflemen” for testing to determine the advantages or defects in the rifles.21 

Hall completed this contract in a year, at a cost to the Ordnance Department at $25 each. 
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Despite favorable comments on the weapons from Captain George Talcott, Hall still did 

not receive an official governmental production contract until a visit to Harpers Ferry 

Armory and further favorable testing. Finally, in 1819, Hall received his first contract, 

leading his arm to be the first breechloader adopted into regular service.22  

Like the contracts of Eli Whitney and Simeon North, Hall’s contract contained 

unheard of stipulations. Instead of being an arms contractor for the Ordnance 

Department, Hall would become an assistant armorer at the Harpers Ferry Armory. The 

Ordnance Department contracted with Hall to produce a thousand of his arms, but unlike 

Whitney and North, he was not given a specific date by which the arms must be 

completed.23 This indicates that the Ordnance Department recognized the time it would 

take Hall to accomplish the creation of his machines. With his contract finalized, Hall, in 

March of 1819, once again headed towards Harpers Ferry. Even though Hall would be a 

federal employee, he would not be working in the main armory on the banks of the 

Potomac River. Instead, James Stubblefield, the Superintendent of Harpers Ferry, 

assumed that Hall’s experimental arms would interfere with the routine in the armory and 

therefore he should have his own establishment. Stubblefield also argued that Hall’s rifles 
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would possibly be cheaper if made in a separate establishment.24 This may have been a 

means for Stubblefield, who opposed Hall’s coming to Harpers Ferry, to sequester him 

apart and limit his influence on the manufacturing process.25 The situation that John Hall 

encountered when he arrived at Harpers Ferry was a factory consisting of an old sawmill, 

a blacksmith shop, and a few dwellings for himself and his workers separated from the 

rest of the armory.26 It was roughly a mile away from the main armory on what would 

later become known as Hall Island. 

Hall began his manufacturing with an understanding of the role machines could 

play in creating arms. When Hall arrived at his new factory, later known as the Rifle 

Works, he, like Whitney and North, was unprepared for the challenges he that faced. 

Between 1816 when Hall decided to adapt the idea of using precision machines to make 

his arms, and 1819 when he arrived at Harpers Ferry, Hall had yet to create any 

machines. Despite his lack of machines, Hall was well-informed about machine 

manufacturing and the types of machines in use at the time. On his way to Harpers Ferry 

in 1818, Hall visited the Springfield Armory and while there, would have witnessed 

employees using Blanchard’s barrel turning lathe and a modified version of North’s 

milling machine. Given its proximity to the Springfield Armory, it is possible that Hall 

may have also visited North’s factory where he could have observed North’s division of 
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labor and the milling machine. 27 When Hall arrived at Harpers Ferry, the main armory 

was already familiar with North’s uniformity principle and quite possibly his milling 

machine, as North had visited this armory in 1816. Furthermore, while Hall was 

establishing his rifle works and building his own machines, the armories at Harpers Ferry 

and Springfield were outfitted with Blanchard’s stock turning lathe.28  

By the time Hall completed the construction and tooling of his factory, a process 

that took nearly four years from 1819 to 1822, Hall had not yet produced a single arm for 

the government. Rather, Hall had spent that time meticulously designing machines and 

gauges to ensure that his arms would be perfectly interchangeable. In 1821 Stubblefield 

reported that “Hall has not finished any of his Guns, but is moving slowly with the 

component parts.”29 At the same time, Hall continued to request funds to complete his 

factory, build his machines, and pay his workers at a cost to the government of thousands 

of dollars.30 To the Ordnance and War departments, Hall’s lack of production and request 

for money became reminiscent of Whitney’s failed attempts. Stubblefield and others 

within the Ordnance and War Departments began to express reservations about Hall and 

his machines. Hall, like Whitney, would have to prove the merit of his plans. 
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Like Whitney and North before him, Hall contended that the delays resulted from 

the necessity to create new tools and machinery for his production plans to be achievable. 

Nevertheless, Hall believed, similarly to Whitney and North, that if the War Department 

continued to fund him, there could be no doubt that through his machines, “the Rifles 

may be finished so perfectly alike that every limb will fit every gun equally well.”31 

Fortunately, Bomford, who had recently been promoted to Chief of Ordnance, and 

Secretary of War Calhoun continued to support Hall. Despite the nearly five-year 

setback, by December of 1824, Hall announced that he had completed one thousand 

Patent rifles for the government.32  

The completion of Hall’s first one thousand rifles signified the first full 

application of products with interchangeable parts mass produced on precision machines. 

To establish the pivotal role that Hall played in making the American System of 

Manufacturing a practical reality, one must accept his claim but substantiate it with 

reports from his contemporaries. Only if these reports demonstrate that Hall’s arms were 

truly interchangeable, strictly machine-mass produced, and time efficient and cost-

effective, will Hall’s achievement in fully applying, and making practical, the core 

principles of the American System of Manufacturing be authenticated.  

In 1824 Hall stated, “all of the component parts of each of the thousand arms 

which are now about being completed will suit all their corresponding parts in all of the 
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arms.”33 Hall believed that he had achieved complete uniformity. The Secretary of War 

and the Chief of Ordnance soon corroborated his claim of fully interchangeable parts.  

After announcing that he had completed this first set of arms, Hall invited Bomford and 

Calhoun to Harpers Ferry to assess the stated interchangeability. Differing from the 

existing standard, these arms and their components were unmarked. The men admired 

“the manner in which the several parts, promiscuously taken, came together, fitted and 

adapted to each other.”34 They were among the first, but not the only individuals to 

corroborate Hall’s claim. Following the production of these one thousand arms, the 

Ordnance Department requested that several of Hall’s rifles be sent to Fortress Monroe in 

Virginia for functional testing. The 1825 report states, “The uniformity which appears to 

exist in the dimension of all of its component parts is peculiar to this arm, and it is 

considered a great improvement in their construction that the several parts are so exactly 

similar as to suit equally well when applied to any of the rifles.”35 Hall’s claim would 

once again be verified in the 1827 Carrington Committee Report examining Hall’s 

machines. In this report, the Carrington Committee requested that Roswell Lee, the acting 

superintendent of Harpers Ferry, send Hall five boxes of arms made in the main armory 

																																																								
33 John Hall to George Bomford, December 17, 1824, HAFE, R. 21, V. 8, pg. 789. 
 
34 Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory and the New Technology, 200. 
 
35 A. Eustis, J.B. Crane, J.F. Heileman, R. L. Baker, “Extracts from a report by a board of 
officers at Fortress Monroe, in 1826, to the Secretary of War, relative to the Hall’s rifles”, 
On A Proposition to Purchase the Patent Right of John H. Hall for Making Rifles, and 
For His Employment to Superintend the Manufacture of the Same, U.S., Congress, House 
of Representatives, Committee on Military Affairs, 24th Congress, 1st Session, 1835-
1836, House Report 649, pg. 108. 
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in 1824 and that Hall should send arms he produced to the main armory.36 In front of the 

Carrington Committee, workmen took apart and then reconstructed both Hall’s and the 

main armory’s arms. The committee members noted that only Hall’s rifles fitted 

randomly without any inaccuracy.37 These three reports each independently corroborate 

Hall’s claim that his arms were perfectly interchangeable.  

 Hall had successfully surpassed the attempts of Whitney and the early 

applications of North in combining the ability to make perfectly interchangeable parts 

with full machine made mass production. The American System of Manufacturing had 

become mechanically feasible. In 1824 Hall declared that  

An investigation of the principles upon which my machines and 
implements have been constructed will satisfactorily show that 
notwithstanding their original expensiveness they will bear more 
economical in service than the instruments now in use for the fabrication 
of other arms and they are son adapted to the management of common 
hands as to admit the employment of a large proportion of them and even 
boys in the execution of the work without danger of deterioration in its 
quality, and that they will with the aid of proper standards, effectually 
secure a continuance of the present accuracy.38 
 

																																																								
36 The Carrington Committee was an examining committee made up of James Carrington, 
Luther Sage, and James Bell dispatched by War Department in 1826 to Hall’s Rifle 
Works to examine Hall’s machinery. (Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory and the New 
Technology, 200). 
 
37 James Carrington, Luther Sage, and James Bell, “Extracts from the report of a board of 
commissioners, in January, 1827, consisting of practical armorers and intelligent 
gentlemen, appointed by the United States Ordnance department to examine the 
machinery invented for fabrication the Hall’s rifles”, On A Proposition to Purchase the 
Patent Right of John H. Hall for Making Rifles, and For His Employment to Superintend 
the Manufacture of the Same, U.S., Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on 
Military Affairs, 24th Congress, 1st Session, 1835-1836, House Report 649, pg. 108. 
 
38 Hall to Bomford, December 17, 1824, HAFE, R. 21, V. 8, pg. 789. 
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Hall also claimed to have invented water-powered machinery that surpassed and 

improved upon machines prior, primarily that of North and Blanchard. While an 

audacious claim, the Carrington Committee report would once again support his 

assertion. The report stated “His machines for this purpose are of several different 

classes…and differ materially from any other machine we have ever seen in any 

establishment.”39 They further endorsed Hall’s claims in reporting that Hall’s system 

made it impossible to deviate from the model arm subsequently allowing for accurate 

construction.40  

By standards of the time, Hall’s was the most efficient arms production system 

yet created. At the outset, Hall’s production was not fiscally solvent, but as time 

progressed, Hall’s full implementation of machines into manufacturing led to lower costs 

and economic feasibility. Like Whitney, the creation of Hall’s system required a 

relatively large investment in start-up costs that came from the federal government. In 

addition, Hall’s prototype patent rifle initially cost the War Department $25 per arm 

compared to the, on average, $13-15 per rifle made in the existing national armories.41 

With the completion of his first thousand rifles, Hall lowered the cost of each rifle to 

approximately $20 per rifle. At the time of delivery for his second thousand rifles, Hall, 

																																																								
39 Carrington, Sage, and Bell, “Extracts from the report of a board of commissioners, in 
January, 1827, consisting of practical armorers and intelligent gentlemen, appointed by 
the United States Ordnance department to examine the machinery invented for 
fabrication the Hall’s rifles”, House Report 649, pg. 108. 
 
40 Ibid, 109.  
 
41 Decius Wadsworth to James Stubblefield, September 22, 1818, HAFE, R.14, V.2, p, 
164. Smith, Harpers Ferry Armory New Technology, Table 1. 
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through his machine manufacturing system, lowered the cost to around $14-15 each.42 

This decline in cost was the direct result of an increase in operational efficiency. As 

production increased, Hall could better optimize the function of his machines, while his 

employees became more skilled with working them. The increase in production 

efficiency lowered the manufacturing time and overhead costs, resulting in the decrease 

in overall cost.43 In his first four years of production, Hall had proven that the American 

System of Manufacturing was an economically efficient system.  

 Hall had proven the economic feasibility of the system, while simultaneously 

demonstrating time efficiency at his factory at Harpers Ferry. In adopting this system, he 

reduced the redundancy in manpower and increased the efficiency of the workman. In 

1832, the primary armory in Harpers Ferry employed 272 employees producing a total of 

12,000 muskets at an average of 44 muskets per person.44 By comparison, at the Rifle 

Works, Hall employed 39 workers producing around 4,300 Hall rifles at an average of 

																																																								
42 Annual Production Data, Arms and Tools and Expenditures at the United States 
Armory at Harper’s Ferry, VA, 1796-1860, Provided by Harpers Ferry National Historic 
Park. 
 
43 Despite the initial drop in price, the Hall rifle hovered around $14-15 a rifle for the 
remainder of its production.  
 
44 “A Statement, showing the number of persons employed at the Harpers Ferry Armory, 
in each year, since its establishment, to the 31st day of December 1834”, HAFE, R. 12, 
V.1, pg. 87-88. Annual Production Data, Arms and Tools and Expenditures at the United 
States Armory at Harper’s Ferry, VA, 1796-1860. Provided by Harpers Ferry National 
Historic Park. It should be noted that while the report shows the armory employing 272 
employees, it is possible that not all the 272 employees were employed in the 
manufacturing of the arms. Nevertheless, without the proper data on the number of 
employees producing arms, this figure is being used.  
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110 rifles per worker.45 With the full implementation of the American System of 

Manufacturing on arms production there was reduction in redundant work force 

positions. Instead of employing multiple skilled gunsmiths to hand fabricate each part of 

the arm, at the Rifle Works, Hall could hire one unskilled individual to do the same job. 

These workers, instead of filing arms and turning barrels, pushed and pulled levers, 

guided machines, and gained expertise solely in the machine that they used. This new 

method of production decreased required manpower and -hours. But, it was not only the 

machines that allowed Hall’s production to be successful.  

By the time John Hall began machine-mass producing his rifles with perfectly 

interchangeable parts, various individuals and institutions had developed, revised, and 

improved the American System of Manufacturing. Simeon North’s implementation of the 

milling machine and near interchangeability, in conjunction with Thomas Blanchard’s 

lathe, proved the American System’s feasibility. This allowed Hall to attempt the 

application of the American System. By building off previous pioneers’ theoretical 

concepts and early practical applications , John Hall completed the final step in evolving 

the American System of Manufacturing from a feasible system to a practical, efficient, 

and economical improvement over the traditional method of manufacturing. 

																																																								
45 “A Statement showing the number of persons employed in the Rifle Factory, Harpers 
Ferry Armory, in each year, since its establishment, to the close of 1834”, HAFE, R. 12, 
V.1, pg. 91-92. Annual Production Data, Arms and Tools and Expenditures at the United 
States Armory at Harper’s Ferry, VA, 1796-1860. Provided by Harpers Ferry National 
Historic Park. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

 It is common in history to define the beginning of any significant period by a 

specific initiating event. Yet, we know that these seminal episodes may well have been in 

process for a long time, awaiting some stimulus. So, too, when we discuss technological 

advances that define an historical period, we try to designate a specific person or device 

as the architect of this era. In doing so, we fail to acknowledge the depth and breadth of 

the experiences on which these advancements are based. 

Technological innovation in the early period of United States did not occur 

spontaneously within a void. It was the result of multiple individuals assembling and 

advancing the work of pioneers before them. The practical application of the 

manufacturing system that would become the American System of Manufacturing was as 

much a process as the theoretical innovations that took place nearly two decades prior to 

its full application. Hall was successful in establishing this system because of the ideas 

and innovations of Simeon North. North’s introduction of the milling machine to his 

factory, and subsequent near uniformity, convinced the national armories, the War 

Department, and the Ordnance Department of their need for interchangeable parts, made 

possible with the use of machines. The developments instituted by North, and proposed 

by Whitney, paved the way for the Ordnance Department to fund the early attempts by 

John Hall and allowed him to witness the use of machines based on designs by North in 

use at the Harpers Ferry Armory. These experiences encouraged Hall to discover a means 

to fully implement machine mass production of arms with interchangeable parts at the 

Rifle Factory in Harpers Ferry.  
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Similarly, North was successful because of Whitney. Whitney’s promotion of the 

core principles of the system throughout the American manufacturing industries and key 

figures in the military and U.S. government allowed North to comprehend and adopt the 

principles to his pistol manufacturing. Finally, Whitney had the opportunity to attempt 

and promote the system because of the industrial concepts brought over from England 

and France and promoted by opinion leaders in the United States government. Through 

the process of practical applications of previous applied and theoretical ideas, the 

conditions of the American System of Manufacturing were achieved in only thirty-one 

years.  

 In discussions of technology, the term “disruptive” is frequently applied. In 

historical terms, the American System of Manufacturing was a “disruptive innovation.”1 

Disruptive innovations create technology that is simpler, more convenient, and challenges 

the existing norms and market.2 Initially, arms produced under the new manufacturing 

system were no improvement over those manufactured under the existing system. In 

addition, the system was economically inefficient. However, as the method of 

manufacturing became optimized, it began to challenge the existing market. Those 

espousing the established norms of manufacturing processes opposed the innovation, but, 

like most disruptive innovations, it overcame resistance and became, instead, the new 

standard.  

																																																								
1 Clayton M. Christensen and Michael E. Raynor, The Innovators Solution: Creating and 
Sustaining Successful Growth (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2003) pg. 34-35. 
 
2 Ibid.  
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 Throughout the process of the creation of the American System of Manufacturing, 

every innovator faced the identical challenge as those who came before: proof of cost-

efficiency. Eli Whitney, Simeon North, and John Hall all required large upfront financial 

investments without guarantee of return. Consequently, the American System of 

Manufacturing began in the public sector. The United States government was convinced 

to accept the monetary risk that accompanied the process of innovation for military 

superiority. Once perfected and implemented, in the new production system a superior 

rifle could be produced faster, at a cost no greater to that of its predecessors. At his Rifle 

Factory, John Hall reduced cost by reducing his workforce while achieving a higher level 

of productivity. Furthermore, in improving the work-output relationship of his factory, 

Hall reduced the cost of his arms by forty percent of its original cost, comparable to arms 

produced by other manufacturing techniques of the time. 

With its subsequent introduction into the private sector, the American System 

created a challenge to the traditional market. Before the American System, the 

established market of the United States consisted of predominantly local, hand-crafted 

items. Following the establishment of the American System of Manufacturing with 

standardized machine mass produced products, the market changed focus. Americans no 

longer needed to wait for hand-crafted items. Instead consumers were drawn to the 

instant purchasing power of lower cost standardized items.3 Just as Hall’s innovations 

had lowered the cost of his arms, the economy of scale associated with the American 

System of Manufacturing, where cost decreases associated with production increases, 

																																																								
3 Jonathon Hughes, American Economic History (Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1983), pg. 157. 
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allowed producers to lower prices resulting in consumers purchasing more for less.4 This 

consequence of the implementation of the American System of Manufacturing would 

become a pattern that defined disruptive innovations to come.  

 The introduction of the American System of Manufacturing resulted not only in 

the disruption of market forces, but of societal customs. As America transformed into a 

consumption-based society, the new manufacturing system changed the way workers 

viewed themselves. Workers, who were once skilled artisans, became “tenders of 

machinery”.5 Instead of having official job descriptions and duties as gunsmith, 

journeyman, or apprentice, employees at the national armories became known by the 

machines they worked. Titles such as machinist, trip hammer men, and stockers, 

populated the employment records.6 The new system additionally altered the freedom 

given to artisans. While the fulfillment of monthly quotas controlled the work period for 

the early gunsmiths at the national armories, the introduction of machines resulted in set 

workhours. The activation and deactivation of the machines defined the beginning and 

end of the workday.  

The societal changes were a more accepted standard in New England, where 

regional acceptance of industrialization had been generally positive. The Springfield 

Armory in Massachusetts successfully adopted the system in the early 1840s. In the 

																																																								
4 Hughes, American Economic History, pg. 157. 
 
5 Shackel, Culture Change and the New Technology, 36-40. 
 
6 Annual Production Data, Arms and Tools and Expenditures at the United States Armory 
at Harper’s Ferry, VA, 1796-1860, Provided by Harpers Ferry National Historic Park, 
pg. 27.  
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South, where individuals were more accustomed to traditional forms of manufacturing, 

workers resisted, sometimes violently, the new job identities.7 When John Hall, a New 

England Yankee with non-traditional ideas, arrived at Harpers Ferry, he threatened the 

status quo. Although the Harpers Ferry Armory employed the Blanchard Lathe and the 

milling machine, the armory workers actively fought against the new technology brought 

forth by Hall. Nevertheless, while the resistance to the change delayed the spread of the 

system, the disruptive innovation replaced the traditional manufacturing at the Harpers 

Ferry Armory by the late 1840s and early 1850s.8  

 Following its application in the national armories, the American System of 

Manufacturing broadened throughout the private industrial sectors of the United States. 

The greatest expansion of the American System of Manufacturing began in the private 

arms industry of New England. The movement of workers, with the associated exchange 

of ideas, between the public and private armories facilitated the spread. In some cases, as 

in that of Christian Sharps, the inventor of the Sharps Breechloading Rifle in 1848, 

founder of Sharps Rifle Manufacturing Company in 1851, and a former employee of the 

Harpers Ferry Armory and the Rifle Works, the ideas spread directly from the pioneers of 

the system to the private sector.9 The private arms industry of the Connecticut Valley, 

																																																								
7 Thomas Cochran, Frontiers of Change: Early Industrialism in America (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1981) pp.132-133 
 
8 Teresa S. Moyer and Paul A. Shackel, The Making of Harpers Ferry National Historic 
Park: A Devil, Two Rivers, and a Dream (New York: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 
Inc., 2008) pg. 134-135. 
 
9 Stewart Brown, The Guns of Harpers Ferry (Baltimore: Clearfield Company, Inc, 
1968), pg. 6. A. Merwyn Carey, American Firearms Makers: When, Where, and What 
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exemplified by both Sharps Rifle Manufacturing Company and Samuel Colt’s Patent 

Arms Manufacturing Company, began to produce arms with interchangeable parts on 

their own machines in the 1850s and 60s. But, the American System was not isolated in 

the private arms manufacturing sector for long. 

 Workers, now trained machinists, could use their abilities in industries beyond 

arms manufacture. Just as with workers from the public to the private arms sectors, the 

concepts of the American System of Manufacturing spread with the transfer of 

individuals to different industries. This interchange of workers, combined with the 

knowledge of the American System in practice by 1850 at the Springfield Armory, 

circulated the concepts of the system to major private industrial sectors. The clock 

making industry had already incorporated some aspects of the system. The emerging 

sewing machine industry, with its most famous company being the Singer Manufacturing 

Company, as well as the American woodworking industries, began to incorporate the new 

production system by the mid-1850s.  

 By the 1880’s the American System of Manufacturing had spread, through 

dispersion of ideas and workers, into the agricultural tools industry, with Cyrus 

McCormick producing his famed McCormick reaper utilizing the new system. Similarly, 

the bicycle industry began to integrate this system into its manufacturing processes. The 

principles of the system had been known to bicycle manufacturing before the 1880s 

through a connection between the Pope Manufacturing Company, which worked in the 

same building as the Weeds Sewing Machine Company, and the Sharps Rifle 

																																																								
They Made, From the Colonial Period to the End of the Nineteenth Century (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1953) pg. 111. 
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Manufacturing Company. Through this association, Sharps Rifle Manufacturing 

Company produced specifically built machine tools for Weeds Sewing Machines which 

would later influence the way in which Pope Manufacturing produced their bicycles.10  

 The adaptation to the production of bicycles, successively led to the American 

System of Manufacturing’s influence on the automobile manufacturing sector. Following 

the introduction of automobiles to the United States, many of the bicycle manufacturers 

began to switch to the production of automobiles. As a result, the American System of 

Manufacturing became the chosen form for production of automobiles in the United 

States. Nearly one hundred years following the development of the American System of 

Manufacturing, Ford, in 1913, employing the original two basic principles, namely 

precision machine mass production and interchangeable parts technology, modernized 

and developed a new system of manufacturing.11 Instead of manually transporting 

completed parts to a final assembly station, Ford’s employees were located at 

workstations along a mechanically driven moving assembly line adding pre-

manufactured and interchangeable parts to an assembly, resulting in further increases in 

production efficiency.12  

 The ultimate realization of the American System of Manufacturing was the result 

of both theoretical and practical advancements by multiple individuals working towards a 

																																																								
10 Hounshell, From the American System to Mass Production, 69, 125, 153, 193. 
 
11	Ray Batchelor, Henry Ford: Mass Production, Modernism and Design (Manchester, 
U.K.: Manchester University Press, 1994) pg. 45. 
	
12 Annual Production Data, Arms and Tools and Expenditures at the United States 
Armory at Harper’s Ferry, VA, 1796-1860, Provided by Harpers Ferry National Historic 
Park, pg. 27. 
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common goal. While historians agree that industrial innovation is a process, they present 

developments as a transition from one system of manufacturing to another. This causes a 

major dilemma in the study of industrial innovation in the United States. Instead of 

creating deeper understanding of how the system developed, historians are prone to 

employing a simplistic narrative of innovation. By focusing only on the application of the 

system, historians give the impression that industrial innovation is a singular process. 

This method leads historians to designate one iconic individual as the architect of an 

entire system of manufacturing. To place one entity as the pioneer of a major industrial 

innovation is a flawed historical analysis.  

 Historians must recognize that when technological innovation occurs, the 

traditional historical methods do not provide the desired answer in its entirety. Instead, 

historians must use conventional historical approaches in tandem with those that drive the 

field of the subject they are examining. In the case of the development of the American 

System of Manufacturing, where Eli Whitney, Simeon North, and John Hall were not 

gunsmiths but engineers, it helps to look at how those in the field of engineering interpret 

the process of innovation. In engineering, innovation is a six-step process focusing on 

ideas, concepts, planning, design, development, and launch.13 Each step, and the 

individuals involved, is as important as the previous one. Without each of these steps and 

these individuals, the final step, the launch of the system, would not have been possible.  

																																																								
13 Ron Lasser, “Engineering Method”, Tufts University 
https://sites.tufts.edu/eeseniordesignhandbook/2013/engineering-method/ (Accessed 
March 13, 2017). 
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 Instead of trying to “correct the overemphasis on the scientific roots of technology 

that has characterized the study of technology”, as Judith McGaw argues, historians must 

further adopt these principles when discussing industrial innovation.14 By utilizing these 

principles, one can clearly see that Thomas Jefferson and Eli Whitney, although they 

never implemented the combination of machine mass production and interchangeable 

parts, were as much of pioneers of the American System of Manufacturing as Simeon 

North and John Hall. Together these individuals, through a process of expanding ideas 

grown from the dreams of their predecessors, developed the American System of 

Manufacturing.  

Sitting upon a rock viewing a scene that Thomas Jefferson, in 1781, considered 

“worth a voyage across the Atlantic”, Thomas Cather, an Irishman on a journey through 

America, was beleaguered with the smell of coal smoke and the sounds of hammers from 

Harpers Ferry Armory and Rifle Works. 15  Overlooking  the “abominable” industrial 

town of Harpers Ferry in 1836, he must have wondered what Jefferson found so 

appealing about this scene. 16 The scenery had undoubtedly changed in the ensuing fifty-

five years. During the nearly half a century between the two men’s visits, 

industrialization had become part of the landscape of Harpers Ferry, and the American 

System of Manufacturing had attained an irreversible trajectory. It is the great irony of 

history that, as Thomas Jefferson sat upon the rock in 1781 enamored with the view of 

																																																								
14 Judith A. McGaw, ed., Early American Technology: Making and Doing Things from 
the Colonial Era to 1850 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1994), pg. 13. 
 
15 Jefferson, Notes of the State of Virginia, pg. 19. 
 
16 Cather, Thomas Cather’s Journal of a Voyage to America in 1836, pg. 28. 
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the peaceful Blue Ridge Mountains contrasting with the forceful confluence of the 

untouched and magnificent Shenandoah and Potomac Rivers, it would be his desire for 

industrial innovation that later would initiate the dramatic change, not only of the 

scenery, but of the future of industry in his beloved United States. 
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